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Abstract—In order to identify the existence of an ontology of dependability,
we conducted a bibliographic review. However, we encountered a real problem
while researching and selecting articles that address this issue. Indeed the research process in various scientific databases with standard techniques involve
the application of a number of manual and duplicative steps. This makes it a fairly
costly and faulty process. To surmount these challenges, we offer a solution that
automates search and selection items. In this article, we propose a web service
that automates the process of searching in scientific databases in order to extract
relevant papers about dependability’s ontology. The proposed solution is essentially derived from the popular method called systematic mapping. This Web Service will allow users to query scientific databases to obtain the metadata of selected articles. Our proposal will make the selection of scientific articles easier
and faster.
Keywords—Ontology, dependability, web service, bibliographic research, systematic mapping

1

Introduction
Nowadays, resource misuse and system vulnerability are often observed, due to

1. Increasing data volume
2. Resources heterogeneity
3. Dynamic nature of massive user requests
Achieving an adequate degree of certainty for systems remains a major concern. Ontology is characterized as a model of a common conception. It provides semantics
through relations between concepts and can be applied widely to data from heterogeneous resources.
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Ontologies are the most widely used representation in engineering. They intend to
set up a representation where machines can manipulate the semiology of information
ontologies, terminologies, classifications and coding systems can be identified as terminology resources. Ontologies and other terminology resources are become more significant in semantic alignment for data integration, information exchange and semantic
interoperability. For Obitko et al. ontologies are essential for representing and exchanging knowledge. In this context, they present a method for identifying conceptual structures among data sets. This solution uncovers the need for new contexts and relations
in an ontology [1].
Our main objective is to identify the availability of a specified dependability ontology. But with the different concepts of dependability, a simple bibliography was not
enough to prove it. In this context we conduct a literature search for scientific articles
to have an overview in this area.
During our research for existing dependability ontology, we notice that the research
with standard techniques involve the application of a number of manual and duplicative steps. To overcome this problem, we have proposed an automatic process that
makes it easier to search for and find articles using Systematic Mapping (SM).
This article is structured such as: we present in Section 2 related work to scientific
search methods. In section 3, we present the terminology related to our implementation.
The main expected functionalities for our solution are describe in Section 4, while implementation details will be discussed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we synthesize
with a summary and perspectives for our future work.

2

Related Work to Scientific Search Methods

Numerous scientific articles address the dependability ontology. Therefore, identifying and investigating all primary studies manually requires a series of iterative steps.
To address these challenges, we searched for an efficient existing research method.
Several guidelines have been developed to encourage the use of secondary studies
[2]. Existing guidelines include: string research in databases [3], and Snowballing [4],
[5]. There are other forms of search, presented as supplementary to the suggested guidelines.
Some guidelines introduced the text extraction as an interesting supplementary selection procedure for searching [6]. An automated approach to search and select was
suggested on this basis [7].
The comparison of the use of text for researching in databases and snowballing in
software developing rea [8], has demonstrated that the two approaches are comparably,
and as both made a reasonably sample of pertinent surveys. In addition, the snowballing
method was employed by some researchers as an initial research method and then supplemented by a database search to assess the utility of the snowballing method [9]. In
addition, they confirm that the initial method may be potentially much secure; this depends heavily on the construction of a suitable starter set.
Same researchers have presented an approach to automate research based on snowballing [10].The snowballing reliability is more essential in the context of second-
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generation systematic reviews [5]. This procedure proved to be the mostly adequate
since current studies will refer to earlier ones.
The univariate research techniques are the most simple optimization algorithm to
deploy.
When all parameters have been modified, the entire process is replicated until the
solution objective is accomplished or a specified iteration number is achieved
The parameters variation number indicates the search intensity. While the loops in
all parameters number represents the search scope.
A weighting method often used in information retrieval and particularly in text mining known as term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF). It is used to assess
the relevance of a word or expression in a document in relation to a particular collection.
The weights are increased in proportionality to the number of times the word occurs in
the document [11].
An examination in [12] of results of applying TF-IDF, in order to determine what
words in a corpus of documents might be more favorable to use in a query. This examination provide evidence that this simple algorithm efficiently categorizes relevant
words that can enhance query retrieval.
However, the traditional TF-IDF is not fully effective for text classification. In this
context authors in [13] carry out a comparable study on the various term weighting
systems and suggest a new one. Term frequency & inverse gravity moment (TF-IGM)
TF-IGM integrates a special model to accurately quantify the term distinction class.
[14] Using Floating search methods in feature selection.
The objective is to choose a subset of d characteristics from the defined set of measurements D, d< D, while not significantly affecting the system efficiency.
Direct search methods (DSM) are a category of optimization procedures that do not
explicitly use derivative. Rather, they operate directly with the objective function to
conduct the search for an optimized value. In recent years, DSM have attracted increased interest because of new mathematical analysis, their relevance to both parallel
and distributed computation, and their usefulness in solving optimization challenges
that generate complicated computing solutions [15].
Authors in [16] discussing the DSM for unrestricted optimization. They provide a
current insight into this classical algorithm and examine how direct search methods are
distinguished by the lack of constructing an objective model.
In our case, to identify the existence or not of an ontology of dependability, we had
to apply the research methods mentioned above. However, despite the theoretical efficiency of all these methods, we had to perform a series of repetitive and tedious manual
steps for each, as none of them offers the possibility of automating the bibliographical
research process.
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3

Terminologies: Dependability, Ontology, and Research
Methods

3.1

Dependability

Dependability is about assessing potential risks, anticipating failure and minimizing the
effects of a disaster when it is encountered [17].
Dependability is the system ability to enable users to build an appropriate degree of
confidence in the service provided [18].
Dependability is the capacity of entities to achieve several functions under specific requirements. It can be performed at the process, system or component level, according
to the level of analysis. The concepts to operational safety are grouped into three fundamental concepts as seen in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Dependability tree

In our previous works [19], we have encountered several obstacles when dealing
with the concepts of dependability. The variety of dependability’s concepts, require
establishing a coherent semantic representation using a strong modelling. Ontologies
are among the most used models for field representation. Therefore, having an ontology
of dependability constitutes an important step to formalize the relationship between its
concepts.
3.2

Ontology

An ontology is a structured and explicit formulation of a common conception. An
ontology is a conceptual formulation describing the domain concept independently
[11]. An ontology has two possible ways of constructing: domain-dependent and generic [12]. The ontological approach allows a common and shared understanding between all the actors of the Semantic web [13].
The ontologies used for describing and structuring resources will be presented in a
various formats and with different languages [14]. Thus, ontology is used in different
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areas and for different purposes [15], and is described as a set of primary terminology
used in creating artificial systems [16].
As ontology is a specific form of knowledge model [12], this knowledge generated
by an ontology must be diffused following five elements [8]:
• Concepts: represent pertinent abstractions of reality, selected based on specific purpose and desired application of the ontology.
• Relations: represent the current combinations of the concepts in the reality segment.
These relations permit us seeing the structuration and interrelation of the concepts
between them.
• Functions: represent a special case of relationships. Where the n-th element of a relationship is determined based on the n-1 preceding elements.
• Axioms: represent the inference laws for specifying some characteristics of relationships.
• Instances: represent the extensional definition of ontology.
To benefit from the strengths of ontology in the case of dependability, we must first
make sure that it exists or not. To do this, we have conducted a literature review of
articles that deal with this topic. During this study, we used existing scientific research
methods to have an overview of this area.
3.3

Scientific search methods

In order to get an idea of research field, researchers employ secondary education. A
secondary study reviews all primary studies linked to a selected research question in
order to obtain integrity and summarize the evidence on that question
Two different methods can be distinguished from existing secondary studies: (i) systematic review (SR) and (ii) systematic mapping (SM). These methods follow a strictly
defined procedure reducing the risk in their conclusions [20].
Systematic review: A systematic literature review is a method of identifying, evaluating and interpreting existing literature related to a specific search, thematic area or
interest issue. In addition, surveys that contribute to a systematic review are known as
primary studies; a systematic review is a version of a secondary study.
Systematic mapping: SM is conceived to offer a survey of a research topic. The SM
results may identify fields that are appropriate for performing SR and areas where a
primary study is more suitable.
Systematic mapping vs systematic review: The main differences between a SM
and SR are:
• SM is usually guided by research questioning and often involve a number of research
questions.
• Keywords for SM will be less targeted than SR and are more susceptible to return a
very high number of studies.
• The procedure of extracting data for the SM is larger than that of the RS and can be
more specifically described as a classification or categorization step. The purpose of
this step is to categorize the articles in adequate detail.
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4

Proposed Solution

As for our study, we adopt the SM process; we propose an automatic process to
search in scientific databases in order to extract relevant papers about dependability’s
ontology.
The initial idea is based on the classic approach proposed by Kitchenham and Charters [21] . The keyword identification followed the research questions. For every source,
we suggest a triple search for the keywords you are looking for: in the title, in the abstract and in the keywords. Then, we applied the article evaluation criteria to classify
the most pertinent articles we apply the paper selection criteria to categorize the most
relevant papers. A ranking is made for every class by subject area. We determine the
category that correspond to our area.
We compared the keywords determined for the search and the keywords in the article
and then calculated the number of similarities between them. The selected paper is more
significant if the correspondence is higher.
Our proposed solution uses R packages to extract the meta-data’s articles from different paper’s sources. Then, the solution employs an abstracted interface, which supports Web Service technologies.
4.1

Sources of papers

Previously, the academic community had to search manually for articles by visiting
libraries. In the early 1990s, access to the full text of articles, including conference
proceedings, became possible through the Internet. The availability of search engines
such us: Google, Bing, Yahoo, made it possible for everyone to search in the Internet
rapidly and practically [22].
As students’ progress in their studies, they are subjected to more advanced topics.
The use of scientific databases becomes essential to further investigate the topics being
researched [23].
Despite the presence of many credible and indexed, scholarly databases and source
engines, there are many access restrictions due to author’s copyrights and commercial
strategies.
Among our proposed approach entries, we have papers sources including scholarly
databases and source engines. Some scientific databases expose many of their
metadata’s articles under API. Although, most of this APIs requires API key and users
have to show their intention behind using the API. To interact with this APIs, scientists
use the R language.
4.2

R language

The R language was developed by Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman at the University of Auckland in the 1990, and it is a derivative of the S language [24], [25].
The language has grown in popularity over the years [36], with applications that
include data discovering and analysis.
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To build our method implementation, we aim to use R packages to extract meta-data
from databases and present a flexible solution to final users by using web technologies.
4.3

Web services technology

Web technologies are the standards techniques for Internet application. It uses simple and relatively open sets of standards such: HTTP, HTML, XML, JSON and TCP/IP.
The principal goal is to facilitate the construction of scalable and coupled services.
The web technologies utilization minimize the difficulty of developing and implementing a distributed platform. This makes it more usable for different systems, such
as desktops, laptops, smart phones, tablets and video game consoles.
A web service can be defined as a software entity that can provide features on network. One of the most widely used web service applications is the SOAP-based web
service. This conception comprises (i) Universal Description Discovery and Integration
(UDDI), (ii) Web Services Description Language (WSDL), and (iii) SOAP protocols.
• UDDI is an extendable markup language protocol that contains a process for storing,
indexing, and localizing web service applications.
• WSDL is an XML-based interface definition language used for describing the functionality offered by a Web Service.
• SOAP is a protocol that specified the message format for exchanging structured information.
SOAP and WSDL provide basic message exchange. The increasing use of Web Services made the necessity for additional functionalities such as: security management,
transaction management, message reliability. This need has conducted to the WS*emergence.
WS-* are the second-generation Web Services specifications. They extend the specifications of the first generation of specifications consisting of SOAP, WSDL, and
UDDI.
Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architecture design developed by Roy
Fielding for distributing systems such as the Interne [26]. This design defines six restrictions: (i) Client-server; (ii) Stateless; (iii) Cacheable; (iv) Layered system; (v)
Code on demand (optional) ; and (vi) Uniform interface. Information and representations are the main features of RESTful Web Services. Information and representations
are the main features of RESTful Web Services.
If browser submits an HTTP GET request to a web application for specific information, it obtains an HTML response as a resources representation. The HTTP methods, for CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete), used by RESTful Web Services are:
(i)GET, (ii) PUT, (iii)POST, and (iv) DELETE.
The RESTful design contain the following four features:
1. One URI is related to one resource.
2. Standard methods are applied: GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE.
3. Various resource states are sent to the customer.
4. Communications are static.
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Table 1 presents the differences between the two architectural styles WS-* and
REST [27].
Table 1. Comparative between REST and WS-*
Property
Adress to
Ressource/Service
General Operations
Communiaction Protocols
Data Formats
Communication Context
Complexity
Cohesion Degree
Application Scale
Scenarios

REST

WS-*

One-to-One

One-to-many

HTTP (GET,POST,PUT,DELETE)
HTTP
TEXT,JSON,XML
None
Low
Loose
Large
Lighrweight,Compatible,
Unified

Self-Defined
HTTP/SMTP
XML
XML Schema ,WSDL UDDI
High
Tight
Medium,small
Transactional,Secure,
Coordinated

The open and expandable architecture normally requires features as: i) the system
be less complex, (ii) easy access, (iii) lightweight, (iv) scalable, and (v) flexible.
(i)
Those features are present in the RESTful design. Due to its advantages, RESTful
design remains an interesting web technology used in the R environment and system;
such as the Opencpu project, which aims to facilitate the use of R within a designing
interface, especially for native R users.
4.4

The OpenCPU system

The OpenCPU software is presented as an implementation that builds on HTTP and
R to expose an abstracted interface. OpenCPU defines an HTTP API developed on R
language. The API is designed to describe general logic of data analysis.
Two OpenCPU server implementations were developed: (i) The first one is the R
package OpenCPU which uses the httpuv Web Server. (ii)The second one is the cloud
server which is a multi-user implementation based on Ubuntu Linux and rApache. This
cloud server provides better performance, advanced security and more configuration
options, however it requires a dedicated Linux server.
In addition, the main difference between these implementations is the way they manage competition. Since R is a unique thread, httpuv only processes one query at a time.
Additional requests are automatically queued and executed in succession using the
same process.
The API provides a standard interface to the both implementations(R package
OpenCPU and OpenCPU cloud server). Depending on the needed performance, user’s
applications will behave the same regardless of which server is used. All the previous
technologies are presented in order to build the components of our §solution
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5

Solution Implementation

5.1

Solution modeling

In order to deliver a multiple source interface to scientific papers. We implement a
solution based on a Web Services that uses R packages, and interact with APIs provided
by scientific databases.
The main purpose is to implement our proposed search method [28], in which user
start by choosing a topic, selecting key words and selecting research sources, the system
will execute the process and output relevant paper according to user entries.
Users also can get articles corresponding to their custom criteria. The Use Cases for
the expected functionality are illustrated in figure 2.

Fig. 2. User use cases

In order to return relevant papers, many exchanges are preceded in our system as
shown in figure 3:
• The user select his entries (Key words, data Sources, Criteria) using his browser
• The Browse send an Ajax call to the server via a Web Service
• The Web Service make remote calls to R packages corresponding to user selected
sources
• Each R package interact with Scientific Database API to get xml metadata
• The R package returns its R response and sends it to Web Service.
• The Web Service adapts package’s response and sends it to browser in JSON format.
• Finally, the browser shows results to the user.
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Fig. 3. Sequence diagramme for search process on the system

5.2

Implementation

The user connects to the Web server OpenCPU and invokes the service dedicated.
After analyzing the query sent by the user, the Web Service calls the search R package
responsible for translating the user query to different R packages. The Web Service
performs remote calls to the set of R packages. and each R package connects to scientific database’s API to get full text or metadata of available articles. As shown in figure
4.
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Fig. 4. Process invoking a Web service to get metadata’s article

Moreover, we can get full text article or article meta-data using specific R methods
and store results in user disc.
For the client side, in order to invoke the R research package from browser we use
the ocpu.rcp method from the opencpu.js of Opencpu; it is a library builds on jQuery to
provide Ajax wrappers for calling R within a web page. So finally, user will have on
output, articles meta-data and can explore full text article according to his need.
To identify all works in a subject, we adopt a search by its keyword in multiple
sources. We represent the set of dois returned from the source S as (1):
Sdois= {RSk1 П RSk2 П RSk3 П ... П RSkn}

(1)

Where RSki refers to Result Set of DOI returned by the Source S for the given keyword ki.
Therefore, to have the integrity of articles from different sources we perform the
union of all result set from n sources as (2):
Rdois = U Sdois
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The example below figure 5 is an example of implementation of our solution. It
shows an R code from the R Research package, it includes an R function for searching
in Plos scientific library. It uses the “Fulltext”, an R package that interact with Plos
API. The example addresses the case of two keywords: the first one is dependability,
and the second is ontology.
The request aims to get articles identifiers for each keyword from the specified
source before returning the intersection of found articles identifiers. Thus, the search
function returns articles that have both ontology and dependability in their full text or
meta-data depending on the source API.
keyWordFirst <- “Dependability”
keyWordSecond <- “Ontology”
plosSearch <- function (keyWordFirst, keyWordSecond,
limitResult)
{
#Search Query
resultatKeyWordFirst<-ft_search(query=keyWordFirst,
from='plos',
limit=limitResult,
plosopts=list (start=0, limit=limitResult));
#List of found articles doi
doisKeyWordFirst<-resultatKeyWordFirst$plos$data$id;
#Search Query
resultatkeyWordSecond<-ft_search (query=keyWordSecond,
from='plos',
limit=limitResult,
plosopts=list (start=0, limit=1000)) ;
#List of found articles doi
doiskeyWordaSecond<-resultatkeyWordSecond$plos$data$id ;
#Intersection of found dois
intersectKeysWords <- intersect (doisKeyWordFirst,doiskeyWordSecond);
# Result return
return (intersectKeysWords)
}
Fig. 5. Listing code

6

Conclusion and Perspectives

Standard research methods require fastidious and painful steps for scientific researchers. Therefore, a solution that supported all or part of research mechanism is crucial as alternative. In this article, we propose a Web Service that automate research
bibliographic. This Web Service is based on SM method, and use R language and the
string search method in scientific databases. It will ensure pertinent articles and
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coherent research. To prove its efficiency, we apply it to the case study dealing with
dependability ontology of. Finally, we get a pertinent and a consistent result.
As perspective, our proposal will simplify the step of exploiting the previous works
on ontologies of dependability in order to construct a new one adaptable later for Big
Data area ref cloud and join our previous works. We intend to join our solution to our
previous work dealing with cloud service selection for Big Data[29].
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